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s&tand operate- Iiw @ipeeds varyinq from. __.__ 

At the end of 1974, the Gambia Christian Council 
5 to 10 miles per hour. a ‘-. 

: 

started a small-scale -,village-level agricultural :5 

programme. The rains in the Gambia occur from 
Hydrological considerations 

mid-July to mid-October, and during the nine- .The river Gambia is tidal for a distance of 15p miles 
month dry season there can be no field cropping. or more from the coast, and therefore water for 

without irrigation. The drought conditions from irrigation. can only be taken from the upper 

1968 to 1977, when average rainfall decreased reaches of the river. The ground water level varies 

from 51.6 inches to 35.8 inches per year, caused a from 15’ to 80’, the deeper wells being mainly to 

shortage in domestic food supply, and any method the eastern end of the country. ’ 

of producing food, or cash crops in the dry season Most dry-season vegetable growing areas are low- 

is of considerable value to the rural community. I lying with water tables varying from 15’ to 25’, 

The G.C.C. agricultural programme has consisted but their location would require a high windmill -.-.‘L. 

of introducing vegetable production on a planned tower of 50’ to 60’ in order to reach the available 

basis, involving the use of livestock-proof fencing wind. Ho-we& there are some areas, suitable for 

and the sinking of 4’ diameter concrete=iined dry-season cropping, with a water table of no more 

wells at the rate of two wells per acre. The wells than 20’ depth at the end of the dry season, and 

range in depth from 15’ to 35, and all water it was decided to build a windmill to operate a 

extraction is by bucket and. rope; the water being’ simple piston lift-pump. 
carried by handto the&getable plots. Ebch village 1 
project is planned for an area of one to hyo acres Wind-pump design 

; 

under vegetables eacn season, one acre being 
suffictit for 25 families. 

The design was based on the information given in 

At their current stage of development, this 
-.the ITDG publication, Food from Wind&/s, and 

labour-intensive method of irrigation by hand is 
from practical advice given by Mr Peter Fraenkel, 

n& a limiting factor to the success of these projects 
ITDG Power Project Engineer, in September 1976. 

:as the availability of wa@ from October to 
The design of the ‘Omo’ windmill, developed by : 

May, together with improved methods of crop. 
the American Presbyterian. Mission in Ethiopia, 
was studied in detail. The ‘Omo’ windmill worked 

husbandry, are the rn-ost important inputs. 
However, when one considers futu-!r$ develop- 

mainly in a .wind regime of speeds from 8 to 

ment possibilities, and in particular theapresent 
15 miles per hour;. and ‘it had problems associ&d 

need for- Tree-planting in all Sahelian and near- 
with-turntable rotation and directional stability of 
the wind-wheel into the wind. Since our winds are 

Sahelian countries, a mechanicaL means of water 
lifting could have far-reaching results in making., 

much lighter than those of the‘Ethiopian situation, 
it was decided to make the wind-wheel 16’ in 

such schemes feasible, and this has been the 
background thinking which prompted the develop- 

diameter and with six arms to permit the use of 

ment of the Gambia Christian Council Wind-Pump. 
two, three, four or six sails as required. 

With reference to drawings A and B (given in -_ 

Meteorological Considerations 
Part 2) the drive-&aft turns--in three bearings, .-----;y------ 

_~ _----- 
---- ~- 

-----two of orI-Impregnated hardwood, the rear bearing 

With-nafeX?nie~o the wind frequencies given for being a self-aligning ball-bearing which also takes 
three stations in The Gambia in Tables 1, 3 and 4,ahe axial thrust.- The adjutiale crank permits-‘7 -i 

> 

it will be seen that there is no wind for 27% to pump strokes of 57/)3”, 7” and 81/8” to be used. 
36% of the time, wind speeds of over 12 miles per The pump is the same as used on the ‘Omo’ 

hour occur for only 3% to 9% of the year, and the windmills, it is a 3” diameter piston operating in a 

balance of 61% to 64% of the time has wind 1’6’ p.v.c cylinder, and it is connected to the 

speeds up to 12 miles per hour. crankshaft via a universal joint. The turntable is 

So for any practical use to be made of wind fitted with four sealect?oller-bearing units.&hich 

power, a windmill design is required which can run on a %” wide, 12” diameter beari’ng track. 

6 -: 



Table 1 ‘Wind frequencies for site I.atVundum b- 
1 ;I _* _ c 

6 0 ,i- - ‘A’\ND SPEED J F, ‘M A M-J J A 3. 0, ‘NY -5 Average ‘-. I . . 
. - . . calm 22 17 .13 10 12 20 .3,0 33 41 48 $8’ 28 22% -_ 

. -, l-1 2 miles per hour 70' 71 71 72 -73 66 61 
” 

72-24 miles per hour 8 12 16 18 15 14 9 r &et 24 miles per haur * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,~ 



Table 3 Wind frequencies for site 2 at Georgetown 

l-12 miles per hour 
12-24 miles oer hour 7 5 5 3 r- 3 5 3 3 2110 t , 

Table 4 Wind frequencies for site 3 at Basse 

Vii I N D S P E E D 

Calm 
1-l 2 miles hour per 
12-24 miles per hour 

The tail-fin has been built high in relation to its 
width to obtain maximum leverage in the wind- 
stream. The tail unit is of articulated design, with 
control ropes operated below the wheel to put the 
wheel into or out of the wind. The position of the .A 
tail-fin can be adjusted on the tail boom to obtain 
balance across the rurnrable bearings and so 
provide the best response to changes in wind 
direction. ’ 

The tower is three-cornered &d made in three 
sections for ease of transport ahd erection. The 
tower feet have plates welded on io the bottom of 
the legs,.and are sunk into the g(ound to a depth 
oi 4’. When erecting the tower, a spirit level is held 
across the bearing rrack at the rdp, the position of 
the legs being adjusted in turn Gntil the track is 
precisely level in all direcrions,iand the holes are 
then filled in with tightly packed soil. The height 
of the tower is 23’ from grdund level to the 
t&ring track. 1 

The ‘main’ sails are made of heavy-duty marine 
canvas, and the ‘starter’ stils are lightweight 
cotton. The inner and out& sail corners a;e 
fitted with rubber ibops (details of which are given 
in -the construczion data in Qart 21, and it takes 

about six minutes to either fit or remove the sails. 
The wind-wheel is provided with struts and 

perimeter-wire tension adjusters so that the 
wh el 

s 
can be rnade quite taut, and thus any 

ten .ency of the wheel arms to flex during gusting 
winds is avoided 

As will be seen in the construction drawings in 
Part 2, the various windmi I I componenrs can all be 
unbolted 10 allow for easy maintenance and 
modifications. After completing the workshop 
construction, all the mild steel parrs are coated 
with a marine anti-corrosive paint to give tong- 
term rust protection. 

The construction of this prototype machine 
was carried out on a part-time basis, as and when 
other field duties permitted, in the Ministry of 
Agriculture engineering workshop at Yundum 
Experirmental Station. The construction cons- 
menqed 117 March 1977 and was cornplete?j by [hi! 
e&of September 1977. 

Field testing 

To facilitate testing, the wind-pump was sited 
adjacent to a 7%’ deep concrete water reservoir 
tank at Abuko, 2% miles from Yundum The top 
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TEST RESULTS OF THE I 
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outlet pipe was transferred to the bther drum, the - show no signs of distortion. 
first drum being drained back into the tank, so 6. The track guides-function well in facilitating 

I that continuous recording could be carried out. turntable rotation, but in future models they 
Sioce it was intended to obtain a realistic picture should be located ,on the other *side of the 
of the pumping capability, the recording was not bearings to slide round the inner track ring, 
interrupted if the wind-wheel stopped turning ifor so that wear will occur only on the easily ., 
short periods during variable light winds, and all replaceable inner ring. 
meaningful recorded-figures have been included in 7. Four bearings for the turntable are. not 

the graphs. required, three being quite sufficient, placed 
Again with reference to Graph 1, a total of 196 i20” apart, and the bearing load will then be 

separate drum-filling measurements have been equalised. This modification should be made 

plotted, together with 19 various-quantity output on all future machines. ! 
readings taken specificaltytomdicate performance 8. The 13/8” diameter drive shaft has shown go_- ~~.. i 

at low wind speeds. The pump stroke used during sign of fracture or bending, but it would be 

these tests was 81/i’. The sail arrangement was bet.ter to use a 1%” diameter shaft for this size i 

changed for brief periods during the trials, but the of wind-wheel. ,Y 

majority of readings were taken using three ‘main’ 9. The marine canvas and light-weight cotton ‘,; 

sails and three ‘starter’ sails. used for t,he sails have not shown serious wear 1,’ 

The pumping output of the. ‘Orno’ windmills, as so far, but these materials will not lagt very i; 

giyen in the publication Fbbd-from Windmills, has long and the”sails should be made of a yacht- :’ 

been put on the same graph for ease of reference, sail material such as ‘Dacron’ to provide a i 

and it will ,be seen that the highest recording of the good life under constant use.’ 

G.C.C. wind-pump (with a single pump) is greater 10. The articulating tail boom design is not ! . 

than the output of the ‘Omo’ windmill fitted with essential when the sails can be easily fitted 

two pumps. and removed each day, and it is considered Ij ‘- 

The wind speed required to start the G.C.C. better for economy if this complex mechanism I 

wind-pump from rest was calculated to be between is omitted. Future designs .should allow the 1 ’ 

5.2 and 5.6 m.p.h., and once started the wind- boom angle to be adjusted &ile tests are ,’ 

wheel continued to run in a steady wind down carried out to obtain the best diredtion,al 

to 4.5 m.p.h. The usual wind-speed range at stability, Jollowing which the boom can be 

Abuko was found to be 0 to 10 m.p.h., and the bolted in position and a rope left hanging 
-. highest recorded wind-spe.e&during.the tr.iaIs-was------.- dDwn_fram_.the..b.oom.to_.pu!!th~~-wjnd-wheel 
.-- -h‘l;l.6< m p h : 

--_-__... ~“--~~--.---- -.- .. .--. - . ..___ ^_____ 
out of the wind when removing the sails. 

The.:_qiutput obtained on four selected days is 11. The total cost to build this prototype wind- 

shown In Table 2, the ‘net period’ and ‘wind-run’ pump amounted to D2,400-00 for materials. 

figures being ‘inclusive of those periods when, no (Note: D4-00 = f 1 .OO.) On a local production 

pumping occurred due to insufficient wind. basis, the cost. of labour might be ‘about 
D600-00, which would give a total of D3C)OO- 

Conclusions 
00 per machine. This figure compares favour- 
ably with the price of approximately 

1. The design arrived at in the G.C:C. wind- c’ DlO,OOO-00 to import a comparable wind- 
’ pump has produced a good ‘pumping output mill from the U.K. 

under specific low-lift conditions-at sea-level. 12. The G.C.C. wind-pump has so far lifted water 
2. There is no visible adverse wear in the turn- a height of only 14 feet. The maximum height 

table bearings or on’the bearing track after a - that water can be raised using a lift-pump is 
period of 10 months. not much more than 21 feet, and this limits 

3. Very little wear has occurred in the oil- the use of a lift-pump to riverside pumping 
impregnated shaft and big-end wood-block and those few places with ground water near 
bearings, which appear to be%ot’H.durable and the surface. 

i suited to local construction. -*- -“r~/?3 .&I vjew of the point made in 12, above, 
4. The universal-joint design appears to be further testing of the G.C.C. wind-pump will 

mechanically sound; providing it is lubricated include trials with .a force-pump t@ see if it ’ 
properly it should last for a while. -~ can lift water to a height of 45 feet, and if 

, 5. The safety straps and rollers which were this is possible it may, have a wider apblication. -T 
subjected to buffeting during initial sail trials, for village level development. i 

a’1’I..bII>) .:l$l I ,,,, j I,I/.,,,.,.,,,. ,.,;.. ;,,,. .jY,. .,, 11 
5. .,.*.,.-..a .;,, jj, _ 
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In the rear bearing support, item 10, drill 
holes of diameter and spacing to suit the rear 
bearing selected. Note:’ for this prototype 

1. Cut 2. lengths of 1%” x 1%” angle, item 1, wind-pump, a self-aligning ball-beacing complete 
36%” long. Drill %I’ diameter (g/I&‘) holes, with grease-packed housing was used. In the 
items 2a, at one end of each frame side piece, downwards leg of the angle, item IO, three 
remembering that.one is left-hand and the other holes of %” diameter, item 11, must also be ’ 
right-hand, .and also drill the bearing-box bolt- drilled_for the tail boom control ropes to pass 
holes gg”.diameter (7/,6’), item 3. y through. In the middle and front bearing 

At a point 9%” from the other ends of item 1 supports, items 9 and 8, drill %” diameter 
cut ‘V‘ notches of 47’, bend upwards, and weld (g/Is”) holes, item 12, 4” apart. 

- each at 45” angle. 
1. 

7. Weld the rear legs, item 6, in place; then jam-fit 
2. Cut 2 pieces of 1’/2” x. ,1X” angle, item 4, item 10 between. the. rear legs with upper 

surface of the angle at 2%” from upper edge of 
main frame sides and inclined u-pwards/forwards ’ 
at 5” as shown in drawing C. Weld in position. 

Note: a 5” inclination is obtained by j 1” 
vertical rise over a length of 12”. 

6” long, as legs for the middle bearing support. 
8.. Weld the middle legs, item 7, to the main frame 

sides. Jam-fit item,g between the middle legs, 
6. Cut 1 piece of 1%’ x 1%” angle, item 8, 10%” also inclined at.,5 upwards/forwards in line 

with the upper surface of the rear bearing 
support, item IO, and weld in place. 

Similarly, jam-fit item 8 between the fore2 . 
most part of the frame side pieces, at 5” inclined 
upwards/forwards with its upper surface in line 

Note: The” item numbers referred to thro&hout the with the rear and middle bearing supports, and I 

following text ‘are swn as circled numbers on the weld in position. Note: the drive shaft‘ is 
drawings attached. inclined upwards at 5” to ensure that the wind- 

13 ; 



wheel and sails have adequate clearance from. inner diameter galvanised steel pipe, the result “: 
the tower. being a thick-walled hollow shaft--;and crank 

r !‘:’ journal of 13/g” outer diameter. 
‘2. Cut the front shaft, item 23, to a length of 5 

173h”. 

A.2. Turt-kable Bearings 

Refer to drawings, F, J, and K. 
I 

3. Cut the reai shaft, .item 25, to a length of 
12%“. ‘: 

4. Cut the crank journal, item 24, to a length of 
1. Cut a piece of 2” x ‘/” flat mild steel, item 13, ’ 5”. 

6” long, and drill bolt holes;item 14, 3/i’ 5. Cut 2 pieces of 2” x 1/4” flat mild steel, item ._, 
diameter. 

2. Cut a piece of 2%” x 1%” box section:item l5,-’ 
26, 7” long; drill the two %” diameter holes 
accurately; mark and punch the centre of each (_ 

cut away both sides at one end by,%” depth as piece-and scribe a circle’ round the centre of 
3 S/B” diameter hole through 1%” diameter to facilitate alignment during 

the box to take the bearing belt, item 16. welding. 

3. Weld the box, item 15, to the flat plate, item 6. Make up a jig out of angle iron to support both 

e shown, and drill i 

a---- -- r 

13. , c the front shaft, item 23 and the rear-,shaft.,._ _ __., ., .,,. __I _ _~_. .~ ‘---.-~ - ---.. - -- 

I 
4TQtapiSce of I ‘ZTTTTflat m-K ite%T- Item --25; bol-t the crank-bolt plates, itemC~ee”“- 

17, 2%” long and drill a b/8” diameter hole in together, with ‘the scribed circles facing out- 
it for the bearing bolt. Note: this piece acts as a wards; draw the front and rear shafts together II- 
puide to orevent the bearings mot&g sideways ‘.-- -- to’-bu&aga-j@ both sides of the bolted plates, 
off the turntable bearing track. and having aligned the shaft ends within the . . ’ 

5. For this prototype machine, a sealed bearing, 1 scribed circles, weld the shafts to the crank-bolt 
m 18, was used, of 2” outer diameter, plates. 

91,s” wide, with ‘3/16” inner bore diameter. 
The bearing was fitted on to the 5/g’ dia- 

7. Cut 2 pieces of 2” ic ‘/4” flat mild ste>l, item 27, 

l 9’,’ long; drill the&ix ‘/2” diameter holes, item 
ring bolt, item 16, on a pipe sleeve, 

distance, piece, item 20, made of 
28, accurately in each piece; mark and punch . 

item 19, with ’ the centres where the crank’ journal is to be 
p’ipe, and distance washers, items 21 and 22, welded and scribe a circle 1 ‘/?‘I diameter around 
either side of the track guide, item 17. each centre point. 

e 
1 

Notes: b 
8. A big-end bearing of 1%” width and 1%” 

diameter was selected for this.machine, and tp 
(a) the actual thickness and position selected ensure its correct location on t.he journal, 4 flat 

4 , for the washers and distance piece must be such washers, item 30, and a phosphur-bronze bush, 
as to locate all four turntable bearing? precisely item 31, were fitted on to the journal with 
on the %” wide turntable bearing track within I/B” diameter split pins provided behind the 
an accuracy of plus or minus l/~~“sideways. outer washers. 

rurntable safety straps and rollers, 
9. Using the same jig as referred to in 6 above, 

‘t on, beside each turntable bearing, 
bolt the crank-bolt plates wirh shafts, irerrl 

I are discussed in the tower head section below 
26/25 and itern 26/23, to the crank ar-nls, iterr\ 

.e related to the safety ring fitted in 
27; position thecrank journal irern 24, corr~plere 

? with fittings, acctrrately within the scribed 
LrIe L”vle,. .- 

which bo/ 

circles (a large G-clamp is usefrll to clarr-ip the 
pieces together) and weld the crank jo(rrnal IO 
the crank arms. 

A.3. Wind-wheel Diive Shaft Notes: 
Refer to drawings C and G. :: 

:shaft is made in 3 sections, the&front 
n 23, the crank, iten? 24, and the rear 
n 25. All three parts are made of %” 
meter galvanised ‘steel -pipe of such 

(a) alignment of the shafts is not easp, but 
the jig will help together with careful welding, 
and the alignment betMen front and rear 
bearings should be accurate to within I/,$‘. 

‘:‘&ter. diameter that it can be’*lightly force- 
fitted, using a heavy wooden mallet, inside 1” wneer nuo. 

lb) the front shaft flange is discused in the 
section on the wind-wheel as it is related to the 

Lo ,I I 
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A view of the turntable. 



Turnrahie in op?rarion,on ;ower. 
c 
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I A.4. Crankshaft Bearings B. 1. Tower Head 

With reference to drawings C and H, the front and 
qft hr?ariAgs.are ma de as folld ws: 

nara~ LU urawrrrys I, J arru n. 

middle cranksh;, _ - _ _. 

1. Obtain a hardwoo”, I~IIK 
greater the density the t 
life (bearings on this macf 

A ---?mbering that the 
Ietter the bearing 
line were made of 

‘Mampato’, a West African tree harder than 

I 

‘African Mahogany’). 

2. For each bearing, cutd blocks, item 32, each 
2” > -- : 3” x 6” but oversize by t/16” in 3” to 
allow for shrinkage. 

1. Cut 3 pieces of 1%” x 1%” angle, item 39, 
24” long with 30” a-ngles at. each End, and 
weld together to form an equilateral triangle. 

2. Make two circles from 1” x ‘/4” flat mild steel, 
one of 12” inner diameter, item 40, the other 
of 12%” inner diameter, item 41, so they will 

I 

3. Clamp the blocks together in pairs; drill the 
shaft hole, i tern 33, 17!t6” diameter (to allow 

I for shrinkage), and holes ‘/IS” diameter for the 
securjng bolts, ;tem 341 punch mark the blocks 
in pairs on’ adjacent faces before unclariiping. 

A Ucllf fill 3 L n~rrnn-drllm IGth used en.gine oil. 
in. the oil with a 

fit one inside the other to provide a %“‘,wide 
bearing track of 13” outer diameter. When 
joining the ends of the I” x ‘/‘I mild steel, 

s. they must be cut to’make ‘V’ notches on both 
sides, welded accurately, and then filed 
smooth on all surfaces. 

-7, #,a,, I,,, ” ” 5jOllUll “l”lll “Y 
Place; the wooden blocks 
weight on top to keep them submerged. t= 
the oil steadily, ob: 

3. Place the track, item 40/41, central-ly on top 
of the triangular frame, and take measurements 
for cutting the 3 track support struts, item 
42,’ from 2” x l/q” flat mild steel, such that 
these’struts w/II project inwards beyond the I 

ieat - 
serving the‘moisture release 

lV”VIYY III “IL.., L.2 LIIUL VI 
the fire, and leave the oil 

.overnight. Remove the blc 
when they will haup ahsnd 

can hold. 

5., Make the bearing bottor 
of 6” x 3” x 1/4’! mild st 
g/E” diameter. The beari, 
36,, is of 6” x 3,” x l/i.’ 
with two g/Is” bolt holes 
for fitting the screw-type g,vUUU .--,-., ,Lv,,, 
Drill a greaw hnle’ 1/,” rliamntor in th: II 

bearina bloc 

from the blocks indicated by the air bub&les e rotates). Weld the - 

rising toathe oil surface. When the bubbles have ,( 

rd~tred in si7~ tn ihrt nf a pin-head, remove; 
ye> 

‘L. 

and’blocks to cool \ triahgular frame. 

rcks after 24 hours ‘\>,4. Cut 9 pieces of 1%” x 1” x %” mild steel, 

. . . . . ,.-.- ..---. Jed all the oil they ‘, item 43, and drill a hole of S/B” diameter 
: centrally in each. Place these pieces symetric- 

n plate, item 35, 
‘\,ally around the track with 3 of them central 

eel; drill bolt holes 
on the support struts and the other 6 equi- 

ng top plate, item 
distant at 60” apart as shown in drawing I. 

mild steel, drilled 
Weld all 9 pieces, ite9 43: to the outside 

and a central hole 
face of the outer track ring, i&m 41. 

~r~2ze-PI in itmn 37, 5. P,unch mark _ centrally through each of the 

,,, LDIb upper 
S/B” diameter holes in The track legs, item 43, 

LIU ll”lY YlUlIIbLb, 
- -;k leadikg’yo the bearing surface. 

on to the triangular frame and the support 

6. The grease-cup can be- welded on to the top 
struts; remove the track and drill each point 

e, item 36, or ‘\threaded into the upper 
t0 7/~6:’ dihmeter. 

ring block. When fitting the wood-block 
6. Weld Z/B” diameter(studs, item 44, into each 

vings on to the.sha?t, use shims between the 
of the track jegs,,item 43, and the track can 
now be bolted:down on the frame. 

:ks for initial running-in rather than trying 
:nlarge the bearing’surface if it is found’.to 

7. Make another circle from 1” x 1/4” flat’mild 
steel, of 12” inner diameter, for the safety 

ight. : ring, item 45. 

jte: The rear shaft be&ring, item 38, is a 
8.’ Cut 3 safety ring support legs, item 46, of 
I 1%” x 1 %I’ x %‘I, ‘and drill each with a 7/l6” 

‘igning ball-bearing, complete diameter hole. 
housing, and it is levelled 

‘distance pmieces and/ 
9. Cut 6 distance pieces of I” x 1%” x 31~“. 
. item 47, and 3 distance pieces of 1%” x 1 %I’ x 



Making upper tower section freme. 





pgle, ‘I?‘, long, item 
58,‘6h to the boqm of ea@~ lower-sect&&v 

low& angl?;, nw$%&. &fore assembly.- a . ‘f 
“‘?c diarqeter hole is drilled ih th;‘ribht-hand 

leg to take ‘ihe ,@oom stpparm bolt, iterW63, ), 
‘and the right-hand lend of the lower angle is 
cut away & khoh”at 64a: ihe ‘pivor-frame ,~ 
atid legs are then Welded togethq+ ,, ,.‘i, i., ,,.., i.: -. ,,i ,;<;:, 

; ,/ ,..,, .:.. ) i’. /- 

0. ‘Stop; item 66a, andLsprin&ioqded bobt%catc’h, 
‘1 item 66&The. ‘itop’ pulley, item 65b. is 1 

., 

$,.y’:... “.,. 
:C unrt is not &&al. but the con$truction d&ail for’ 

e _. .I’ . .I..,/ _. ‘, bglted to the I@-l%d &i&l inember of thg ” 

!@ointsafe:~ i ;,, ~, : ‘\ ), ._ ,; i, 

$ make the ,!I bqorq l&t as’lq-qj &‘pos$l&: 
Itern 166c, is “fabricated of @ galvan&d pipti ! jJ ‘S 
with tiasher-ilang& ‘braze& ‘on, each ‘I’ end, ” Y 

witbqut causing .imbal&nce of !$he ,turntable ” running qn a 38” diameter bolt, and with legs, -. 

. . *unit: foiobt&-r maxim& levergg. & ’ : I ,jof 

:‘, iir.,.toS mak&” the tail of”l’ightweight mat&~al~ to. 

y,ll ‘o; l/#.f mild steel attached ori the.’ _,, 
!‘-.‘:, ,,? turntable Year-bearir& bolts. A rope guard, 
:’ ‘C 4, allqw,the use of a loi- b.oolm, , 1 

,‘,, 1 iii.‘ to.‘mak,e. the tajl..fiq I$& in relatios. to its -.,‘- 
item 66e of ?&” diameter steel rodis weld&i, ,i 

,, across the roller,, s’rp ‘.to k&p., the rdpes in I ~~ 
“--T - =. -,--’ - r -,- 
r-for.~~vera~, and; 

_,. 
of varyin’g th,$ ‘haori- 

1” : ,,!,,, ;obitaJ an& be~~r!~Xhe~tail’,~fin,and the wmd; 
;:’ .. 

I. 

( tik~l ‘?q’ all~~~foh &&iJment lduring @aIs 
-,: .;-- ‘.to’obt&-~ the//be& c$%@qnal~stability: 
.h’( ; ,‘, ‘I -_ 

, ‘;:c,‘: I ,..r:s, ,*,‘jl ‘I ” 
: .-’ -,, i, ) 
C” =? Wi]h ,‘refei$n,e tG tl&~~drq$$$i!” piovid‘ed, the $ail 

,unit ~IJ this,’ I . nactifne”i~:(desig~~d with! a pivoting 

; . . ” j 600in:: operated by c$ntrol rdpes hrhich lead down ,) 
within tl$ tow&$@le, ‘for pulling the kind- 

.:, 
‘” 

wheel ingo jnd out of the wind.- It is cbnstructed 
asfdl,jov@: “:I ,, /” / i i’,y “> _ ,, / 1 

olace! 
‘$4, ,The holes, i&m’ ii, throdhh the rear crane-r :‘ .( 
‘\ ‘. _, sha\@’ bearing-support, item lCL&aue pi&f 

,, r rtibber ‘(pipe inserted int;ii them to orelent 
$-undue wear on the contiol rypes- @ubberI 
‘i,, ‘/a:’ thick, is ,yrap@ed--arok?d ‘the &o&act ‘) 4: 

SL. ., - ;‘$&ace of/the bbam-s&p, it&m 66aj to provjae ’ 
‘g cushioned effec,t for the eat& rrlech’&ism: ‘/ “! 

: 5. itie tail cont$ ‘i-apes,’ ite’i$61%; aie”‘$ab&‘oi. - -’ 
3/ld’ diam&er nylon:‘T,he bodrq-ca{Fh rope is’ -- 

8. ’ I attached at ihe end. of ihe catc Both the ) ., ‘;- 
‘stqt’ and, ‘stop’ ropes are onto ,-the,N (: ‘-” 

; ” ‘boo&frame vertical memtir,“ itein ‘67a. iust ,: : 

3 
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facilitate the attachment of the tail fin and facilitate attachment of thd l/l&’ diameter 
b‘oom-frame, thin-wall (1/3i’) square-section galvanised bracing wires, a/nd have rubber 
mild-steel box pieces, items 68b and 68c, inserts to prevent wear o$the wire at these 
of 1” x 1” internal measurement, are coated points. Metal hooks, ite’m 708, of %” dia- 
inside with anti-rust paint, then push-fitted meter reinforcing rod, a e brazed to the outer 
over each end of the Tom pipe, and brazed ends of the cross-piec&s, to take’-the bracing /x 

in place. / , wires,,item .7Of, fitted from top and bottom 

7. The foot of the boom-frame v of the tail fin, and i$o the brgcing wire%..item 
item 67a, of 1” x 1” angle, i 709, ,fitted across and diagonally between the 
318” diameter, item 67b, of 1’ cross-pieces. 
a bracket, item 67c, also of To obtain suff.kient tension on the bracing 

_. welded at the-rear end, to wires, item 70f simple tension adjusters, item i 
. meter fension balt, item 6 J.Ph, are madw’with a 3/l<’ diameter eye’bolt 

diameter galvanised brace- and a fo’dttpi&ce of %,I” x l/8” s&t-io’n-.mild ” 

*.A hole is drilled into the t steel as illusql!ated. 
1 l%“,from th.e end, to tak 12. To give e’xtra rjgidity to the connection _, +’ 

_ anchor-hook-,-.item 67f; for the-brace-wire. between the- tail ;fin,8nd the boom, support . - 

8. Th$Y-i-q@ontal member,. , i!em 67b, and the pieces; item ,7Oi, $f 1 ” x ‘15” flat mild steel’; are .-?x& 

fr&t Td of the boom,.Ifem 68c, are drilled placed both sides of the tail fin and bolted 

: in lin to take the %” diameter pivot-pin, item 
7 

together ,through the plywood with %” 

67g,,ithe latter being provided with washers diameter bolts; the two support pieces on the 

and/split-pins top and bottom. The horizontal right-hand side (those illustrated in the side 

member, item 67b, and the vertical member, view in drawing Q) are 8” long, and those on 

it&m 67a, are joined by’welding, and a drilled the other side are 23” long. 

support-piece, item 67h, is welded on top of The boom is connected to the tail fin 

the hori’zontal member (with the pivot-pin in I assembly by tyo 3/8” diameter bolts, item 7Oj, 

place for alignment) to give added bearing , 

/ 

Which pass through the centre points 01 the 

surface against the pivot-pin at this poin,t. supports pieces, item 70i. 

Washers are also placed on the pivot-pin 
between the pivot-frame and the boom-frame. 

. 

9. A %” diameter *coil-spring, item 69a, of ,, The Wind-whee, 
suitable strength, is held at its front end by ’ ‘ 

the leg, item 69b, attached to the right-hand Refer to drawings S, T and U. 

pivot-frame bolt, item 2b, and at the other 1. Cut 2 pieces of %” thick rnild.steel plate wi’th 
end to the leg, item 69c, bolted to the l$om. 6 sides, 8” across flats; dr-ill 12 bolt holes of , 
This spring provides an over-centre action to 7/‘$ diameter at th’t, syacincl indicated, 

I assist the boom in its travel towards the’boom-. clamping the plates togethe 
catch when the ‘start’ rope is pulled. i _ ment, and a’%” dianlctcr 

10. Tail fin position-adjustment holes of 3/i’ centre of both plates. Onl: c 
s diameter, at ~2” spacing, are drilled. in the the Shaft flange, item 71 a, and ihu Olher i~iate 

boom’end, item 68b. The tail fin, itern 70a, is the wheel hub, iten) 72a 
made of ~/IS” thick plywood, 96” tal.l by 18” 2. A “A’: length of %” outer diarlreter gaivanised 
wide is attached by 3/32” diameter bolts pipe, itenl 71 b, is pushed into the cenlre hnt~i, 
within the frame, item 70b, of %” x 1/2” x 
l/,6” inild steel angle, the latter being ‘brazed 

and welded flush with the real sortace, 01 the ‘a 
shaft flange, item ala; this acts as a localio~~ 

together. Cross-pieces, item ~OC, each made of stub when fitting the wind-wheel in place 
$2 pieces of %‘I x %” x l/1$’ angle, are brazed The’shaf; flange, iten 7la, IS ihen weld~:ri 
inside the other (aft& first cdating internal centrally*on the end of tile fronr shaii, 
surfaces. with anti-rust paint) for added itgq 23. 
strength, and each cross-piece is brazed to the 3. Shaft . flange reinfoicemerii is provided by 
side of the frame. 6 triangular webs, item 71c, of 1%” s 2” s 

11. Four pieces of %” inner diameter lightweight ” %” mild steel; a 1%” long piece of r!lild steel 
pipe, item 70d, each ‘15” long, are brazed one pipe is first cut lengthwise into two halves, 

-I- ---toy-each corner-of the frame+ these pipe rings placed together on the front,shaft behind the 

24 



Back view of the rurniatzle showing, on the far left, the Dolt holes to bhich the legs of the fail unit are attached. 
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flange and welded tightly along the lengthwise arm’to take a ‘/4” diameter steel‘adjuster-hook, 
joints and at the front/edge to the flange rear item 72k, complete with ,iock nuts. The end 

. face; the 6 webs are then welded to the pipe of each perimeter-wire is attached to its own 
sleeve and to the flange, with light tack welds adjuster-hook on the preceding arm. 
to reduce distortion. 10. A wheel strut, @em 72f, is provided on each 

length of ‘1” inner diameter gal- of the 6 wheel arms. Each end of the strut is 
slotted and drillid to take x/1$’ diameter bolts 
to secure it to khe strut hook on th’e wheel 

diameter pipe is force fitted a distance of 
7” inside a 22” length’ of %” inner diameter 

into’ the socket, itep’ 72b, and both these of ‘/“. diameter reinforcing rod with an eye at 
[ joints welded. i ( one end through which the perimeter-wire 

6. The ‘strut adjuster, item 72d. made of’ %” passes in the form of a loop to hold the hook 
inner; diameter pipe, 2%‘t”long, is made to slide securely. The outer sail hooks are ,positioned 
fit on the- front end of the wheel centre-shaft, 56” from the anchor loop to the bend of the 
and is secured bq .a 1/” diameter split-pin hoo.k, and the hook shank is bound to the 
through one of the 5 adjustment holes pro- 
vided in the shaft at ?%” spacing. Six eyes of 

around the strut adjuster., to their anchor points and to -the adjuster 
7. The 6 wheel arms, item 72e, and the 6 wheel hooks, the adjuster&ruts are progressively :- 

struts, item 72f, ,;are made of 5/g’ inner dia- tightened in turn around the wheel until all 
ineter ‘thin-wall galva;ised conduit pipe. Each slack in the strut connections is taken up and. 
wheel arm, item 72e;is flatter& at the inner the perimeter-wires are quite taut. After 
end over a distanke oi 4”’ to 5”. bent at’ this tightening, the wheel arms should be approxi- 
point by 3” forward, and drilled with two .mately 3’ forward of the plane of the wheel 

item 72n, from one arm to the next, tightened 
by hand, to prevent sideways movement of ’ 

E. Sails 

1. The ‘main’ sails, item ,73, are made from heavy- ; 
duty marine canvas, with a 1” wide hem, in 
which s/1$’ diameter nylon rope is placed, on 
all three sides. These ropes are tied tightly .-’ 
through the edge of the canvas ‘at each corner, 
so that the sail cloth cannot slide back on the * 
ropes under wind pressure. If the cloth corners 
are not secured to the ropes in this way,‘the sail 

*shape will alter under wind-load, thus reducing 
the efficiency of the sails and the pumping . 
output will be reduced. * 

2. Corner .A of the main sail has a short loop of’ _ 
rope to go on the corner sail hook. Corner B 
has a tight loop of rubber (lorry type inner 



I ._ ‘cotton rdpe, 

I- . 
.> 

tube) of’%” x l/8” sect,ion tp fit on the inner Notes: ’ / 
sail hook. Two rooe ties; of l/n” diameter Ia) a short length of rubber tube’ is &shed OR 

passing through the sail canvas to the inner and corner sail hooks to avoid rapid 
hem behind the hem rope, tie the leading edge wear of the sail attachment loops. 
close to the wheel arm. These latter ties are k.p.h.) an.d 
very iinportant for correct sail operation. 

lb) in steady winds of 6.8 m.p.h. (11 
above, the starter sails need not be used, but they 

field trials, the outer-sail corner C He required where winds are variable and light. 
- - AI.. ,, lrem ILI, on me 

TOT lnnn hltt thic 

3. During initial 
was tied to the ourer sali nooK 
perimeter-wire by a tight rub’ 
arrangement caused the WI 

I 

a ~ 
accompanied by sail-flappin 
wt’nd conditions. A long rub 
l/8” section, was then tied frf 

ernrn~r C tn tL0 ncwimntor-wi 

““I .U”Y, V-L LI II” 

heel to over-run 
g during gusting 
ber loop of %” x 
01% the outer sail 

UVI I IUI v L” L-1” ,+, 8 IIIv LvI ..,re anchor on the 
preceding arm, and this arrangemeht proviljed 
progressive governing of the wheel speed as the 
bind speed in-creased and eliminated flapping of 
t@sails. ’ 

L,~. ., . I I. r ., 
rvore: me slae almenstons or me main sails 

are such that in the no-load pdsit;oon I, i.e. with 
the sail corners fit<,ed 6y ins I*. . :uftictent wind to 
turn t’ ’ ’ . . ‘he wheel, the ‘angle of attack’ at mid* 
pomr of the tkiling edge is approximately 
7%O. 

4. The”starter’ sails, item 74, are made of lighl- 
weight cotton, loyally known as ‘greyball’ and 

iI 
,oused for sails on fishing boats. As will be seen 

\ 
from the dimensid,ns of the 3 sides) the starter 

\‘a ‘L sails provide a grester ‘angle of attack’ to the 
wind of about 19” at the mid-point,~of the 
trailing edge at no-lbqd:‘These sails, fitted on 
alternative arms arouna-the wheel, are provi’ded 
sp’ecifically ‘to assist in starting at low win ??I- 

. 
P 

speed, and they also help to maintain wheel. 
’ ‘irotation between gusts iri light wind conditions, 
5. *lie starlet sails also have, a I” wide hem, 

th’yugh which a ,3/l&’ cliameter nylon rope 
pas@ on all 3 sides, all rope ends being tied 

. tightly, through the material jt the sail corners 
as on the main sails. *. 

6. The heni, rope is brought out in a sihort loop at 
cornei A of the &alter sail to go on the corner” 

s sail hook..‘,The rope running inside the sail 
edge A to B extends to a tight rubber loop of 
%” x l/g’ section to fit on the inner sail hook. 
The rope running inside> the sail edge A to C 

P extends 15” alongside. th-e perimeter-wire and is 
then tied to a si,mplc strand of %” to l/s” 
section. rubber with its end looped o&r the 

‘. perilneter-wire anchor on the precedinq arfn. 

\ 
F. P’umR and Connecting Rod ,* L 

Refer to drawings M, V, W,X, and H. 

1 .‘, The bump, item 75a. is a ‘Dernpstcr’ 3” inrier 
diameter p.v.c. cylinder pump with two 
leather piston washers. The bucket and valve 

_ components are of gun-metal, and the top and 
bottom of the cylinder are tkeaded for 1%” 
diameter inlet and outlet. The cylinder is 

,~ 

16” in length. I 

2. The .pump inlet, irem 75b, is 1%” diameter 
galvanised steel pipe, proceeding via a gentle 
9Ct” pipe bend (not shown] In a l:/,“/l ‘/z” 
sock2t into which is threaded a 1 %” diameter 
thick”walled p,v.c. suction pipe. l-he end of 
-the suction pipe is fitred with a I K”/l%” 
socket 10 tak a factory-cuade brass four-valve, 

3. The o~~llet, item 75c, is via a srandard pipe 
‘T’ fitting, above wt!ich a further pipe exten. 
sion, item 75d, is fitted to take a ‘Dempstcr 

, brass stuffing-box, item 75e. 

0 T$e ourlet pipe is also 1%” d.iar7leter 
galvanised pipe, and to facilitare the wind- 

----= pump testing was conn’ected via a 1 t:“/l%” 
sockei: io a len’gth of 1 X” thick-walled p.v.c. 
pipe !o reach the drunrs used,,!or measuring 
t t1 e 0 II 1 p LI I 

.a-;. 9 

4. T’he pump to~or rnoufitiiig corIsis\s of a sti6kt-r. 
itern 75t, ivith legs welded each side and fixrid 
with %” diarnercr bolls inside two pityes of 
1 ya ’ * s 1 !i“ cJalvaniscci steel ‘angle, itcrn 7tiy, 
Ihe latter being held by tour Y” diarrletcr ‘.I’ * 
hook bolts a’cross rhe IaIeral iwfnth:rs, i4etrl 
56c. 

5. The pump top is held centrally by a fabricated 
Glanip-ring, i’terri 7%. rua8de ui 3”’ s I/F;” 
section mild srcel, with 3 legs, iten) 75i, each 
of whii-h rakes a li” diarnercr ‘J’ hook bolt, 
it&> 75j. each hook bolt pass,es throcugh a 
tension-adjuster I@y, itern 75k, which in turm 
is connt’:cted’ by !,L” diarne!er reinforcing rocj 

A l/g” diameter cotton-rope .tie’ is passed 
through the sail mite;-ial bcl~irld the h(zlll rope 

lo ofw Qt the tower legs. jrem 54. 

0 6. The pl~rnp is held dobyn in the so’cket. itern 
at corner B ts keep the leadinq cdycl uf the: 75f. by IIIWX of.two l/i’ diarnerer galvanised ,. 
starter sail against $e wheel arm. wires, itern.?!?!, attached lo %” diamut& ‘J” a 

-. . 
-_ 30. : 

4 * e . i __ 
D 

” ‘. I 



I 75m. which pass throudh the %&’ outer. diamewy xonduit pipe,,+vhich 
en c&nects with the~cmnk rod, item’ 76~1,’ 

..dThe connectino n .,- -‘.,...__ - ..:= Id ‘is kept in alignment by a 
~--~ I-_-2 tL--- -s-a- ‘-r CIII ._I .lir ,f-L-- L-I-I rrmoer, nero 

,meier ‘J’ hook bolts, item 
lateral members, item 58a. : 

le adjustable crank journal, item 24, can be 
8 differentpositions to gke a piston 
;5?/$, 7”, and 811s” respectively, 

- . . 
. 

, item 78,shown in detail in 
(, joins the connecting rod, itam 78a. 

I, item 79a. The repieceable~ 
the universak joint ye the 

ose-tiashbrs~at.. top and bottom of the pipe 
bush, made of conduit pipe, 1 

‘IL .” ,” \ , *. 
. ~,k rod, item ‘79a,. is also made of . : I 

!ter conduit -pipe, connected /T. - 
and, bottom .by ‘9jpe couplings which are 
.welded at one end, and fitted; with 

. 

3. item 8Oa.+3f 

u. 

Y 

, 

. 

~y.r,r -1, ii 59 angle to 
match the!crankshaft ” A... . _ . 
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